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Introduction 

 

Masculine aristeia in epic literature is a well-studied and analyzed topic. In an aristeia, 

the audience is presented with action-packed fighting between the hero and his adversary. The 

reader expects the hero to face a certain number of obstacles while he endeavors to win glory. 

Through these scenes, he has become a familiar and respected character to the audience.  

When the major battle for the hero occurs, it is typically a complex back-and-forth 

struggle. The hero dramatically suffers a setback, which throws the outcome of battle into 

uncertainty. Of course, the hero regains the upper hand in battle, much to the audience’s delight, 

overcomes his enemy, and wins.  

Ancient epics where this special scene occurs include, but are not limited to, the Iliad and 

the Aeneid. For these ancient works German scholar Tilman Krischer developed a model that 

tracks the process that a hero undergoes in his aristeia.
1 

Not all examples of aristeia follow this 

standard exactly. The model begins with a description of the hero’s arming for battle. This first 

stage ranges in size from a few sentences to whole paragraphs. The hero then undertakes the 

monumental task of earning glory in winning one-on-one combat with a skilled opponent. His 

enemy is presented as the best representative of the rival side, almost equal in skill on the 

battlefield. When these two characters begin fighting, it may be initially unclear who has the 

upper hand. The aristeia is meant to show the audience two fighters who are the best 

representatives of their respective sides in battle. 

                                                        
1
 Krischer, Tilman. “Formale Konventionen der Homerischen Epik,” 1 – 158.  
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I believe that females in epic literature deserve a second look in terms of their role in war, 

since men of the same genre receive all of the scholarly attention. Modern work on the subject of 

females in the ancient world begins to investigate the relationships and views of ancient women, 

but little work has been done with females in war and battle scenarios. It is rare for women in 

ancient epic to escape from their domestic roles. But female deities such as Hera, Athena and the 

minor goddess Juturna, demigods like the race of Amazons and Camilla and even some mortals 

show that some women were represented as strong fighters and worthy of characteristically 

masculine descriptions in epic literature.  

Females in ancient works indeed have their own aristeiai. Hera “arms herself” in Iliad 14 

to seduce her husband Zeus in order to prevent him from noticing the mortal war between the 

Greeks and the Trojans. In this scene Hera enhances her beauty in order to encourage Zeus’ 

attraction. In her own way, she girds herself for a feminine type of battle. I argue that seduction 

is a unique form of fighting used by powerful women. The remainder of this thesis will 

investigate the claim of female aristeia beginning with the masculine scene in Iliad 14. 

Seduction is not the only situation in which female aristeiai occur. I plan on examining 

the actions of Penthesileia in her aristeia in Quintus of Smyrna’s Posthomerica, book 1’s Fall of 

Troy. I believe that there are similarities between Penthesileia and Achilles that reinforce the 

concept of female aristeia. Penthesileia has an arming scene and fights many named foes. She 

watches her Amazonian comrades fall in battle, which incites her rage. These scenes are 

reminiscent of Achilles when he re-enters the war after Patroclus’ death in the Iliad. 

Penthesileia’s one-on-one battle with the great hero Achilles ends with her death, a distinctive 

event that goes against the accepted ending of success in the aristeia model.
2
 Men do not die at 

                                                        
2
 Quintus of Smyrna. Fall of Troy. Trans. Way, A.S., 2 – 67. 
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the end of their aristeia. This seems to be the great example in which a female warrior has an 

aristeia, participates in war and then dies. Camilla’s aristeia, while not discussed in this paper, 

includes a very militaristic description and like Dido, she dies because of her “feminine” flaws.   

As well as investigating the active roles women play in ancient epic, I want to take a brief 

look at the use of epithets, or epic nicknames in order to find similarities between male and 

female characters. In ancient epics, especially, authors commonly use epithets to highlight a 

characters’ physical attribute, personality trait or to provide a patronym, or ancestral name to 

show heritage. Women are typically “beautiful” while warriors are both strong and godlike. 

Epithets may indicate the degree of a character’s masculinity and signal this character’s 

importance to the storyline. Homer describes Achilles as “swift-footed” and even “god-like.” 

Hector, too, is “god-like,” especially in fighting. It is interesting to note that Penthesileia receives 

a similar description as a male to depict her proficiency as a warrior, with her “flying feet.”
3
 She 

also shares the typical female descriptions of “beautiful” as the goddesses and “lovely.”
4
  

While the examples of women in male roles are few in number, the Aeneid’s Dido is the 

prime example of a woman who undertakes a masculine role as ruler of a city.
5
 Her duties 

include overseeing the newly created Carthage and keeping her people safe. While supervising 

the construction of a new settlement, she welcomes the weary crew of Aeneas into the city, 

following proper guest-host relations. From book 2 through 4, however, her loyalty to Carthage 

and her skill as a leader are put into question as she all but abandons her role as queen to be with 

Aeneas. Her leadership will be analyzed and subsequently used as a way to help understand her 

actions as a ruler and how the poet Vergil might have viewed a woman in power.  

                                                        
3
 Quintus of Smyrna. Fall of Troy. Trans. Way, A.S., line 181. 

4 Ibid. line 893; 976.  
5
 Vergil. The Aeneid. Books 1, 2 and 4.  
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 This honors thesis will aim to address the less-studied topic of female aristeia and 

women in masculine roles in ancient epic to establish examples of women breaching concepts 

that divided ancient society. It will also examine aristeia as a tool used by an author to 

foreshadow the success or failure of a character in battle. 
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Chapter One:  The Aristeia of Male Heroes 

 

The males of classical epic have had their aristeia analyzed many times, but none have 

created such a comprehensive model of the process as Tilman Krischer. From the standard of 

aristeia he laid out, four key stages may be isolated. Together, they make up the model by which 

a hero completes his aristeia. For the purpose of explaining the standard, I will use the example 

of Achilles, following the model in more simplified terms.
6
 The aristeia of Achilles follows all 

four stages of the standard and even includes additional instances of combat and divine aid. It 

should be stated that in the aristeia model, the “enemy” mentioned below is not a villain, but 

rather a character challenging the hero and his side. Homer seemed to have gone to great lengths 

to ensure that his story was not one-sided and that it portrayed both good and evil in many of the 

main characters. 

The beginning, or first stage of the aristeia starts with an elaborate arming-scene, 

including an emphasis placed on the gleaming of the hero’s arms. This is viewed as a good omen 

in battle.
7 

The fighting between the two sides occurs, or continues, depending on when the hero 

decides to enter into the foray. There is the entrance of the hero, sometimes made into a grand 

scene by the author. During the second stage, that of the fight, the hero kills many named 

opponents in one-on-one combat. His prowess in battle and ease of fighting is further 

exemplified by his slaughter of more enemies, now often not even named. The most heated 

                                                        
6
 Homer. The Iliad. Books 19 - 24. 

7
 Howie, J.G. “The Major Aristeia in Homer and Xenophon.” Pages 197-200. 
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moment of battle, when the hero is at his best, is the instant when the opposing army falls into 

disarray. 

 At this point in the battle, the third stage occurs, wherein the hero is wounded. The upper 

hand of battle switches from one side to the other. The battle comes into a new and more 

balanced level of combat. The hero, injured, asks for assistance from a divinity in the form of a 

prayer. This is usually successful and he is either fully healed or aided with enhanced strength to 

where he can re-enter the battle. The fourth stage is single combat with the principal hero on the 

opposing side. This fight begins with dialogue between the two characters and an initial attack 

with spears. After finally engaging in hand-to-hand combat, the hero prevails and conquers his 

enemy. Sometimes there is a fight over the body of the slain enemy and its retrieval is managed 

with the help of a god. Krischer’s standard uses the example of Achilles because it is the first 

complete instance of a hero enduring the many emotional, mental and physical aspects of war for 

glory.  

 In the model aristeia, beginning in book 19, Achilles begins to arm himself along with 

the other Greek soldiers as the sun begins to rise. Athena eases Achilles of hunger pains with 

distilled nectar and ambrosia, since he is still mourning for his dear comrade Patroklos. In 

preparing for battle, the numerous helmets, shields and corselets of the Greeks gleam as “all the 

earth around them smiled…and a thunder swelled under the feet of men.”
8
 Achilles arms himself 

while suffering “grief past endurance.”
9 

He clothes himself with a full set of armor. Homer 

describes each piece in intricate detail, both to provide a detailed description and to convey how 

carefully the hero clothes himself, savoring the moment of preparation before battle. Achilles 

works to arm his lower half first, with his greaves and then moves to his upper body with a 

                                                        
8
 Homer. The Iliad, book 19, lines 355 - 363.  

9
 Ibid. Lines 364-366. 
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corselet, his sword on his shoulders, a shield on his arm and then his helmet. Achilles’ shield 

gleams in the air. Both the weapons of the Greek army and Achilles’ arms shine, an omen which 

prophecies a success in war by divine favor.  

 Achilles enters into the battle in book 20, first attacking “great hearted” Aeneas. This 

scene is a supplementary step in the model created by Krischer, which he includes because it 

follows the action of the Greek hero. Achilles begins by talking with his opponent, trying to 

convince him to flee. Aeneas stands his ground and they begin to fight, first throwing their 

spears. They then draw nearer to one another, utilizing both sword and rock until Poseidon 

intervenes and saves both heroes from untimely deaths. Achilles continues on his rampage of 

battle, killing named opponents including Iphition, Demoleion, Echeklos and Deucalion. The 

author draws attention to some of these named characters’ lineage by using patronyms to incite 

the audiences’ empathy for the already tragic deaths of promising young men. Patronyms are 

discussed later in this thesis.  

 Achilles attempts to engage Hector in a one-on-one combat in between his attacks of 

named enemies. This part of the aristeia is a supplemental scene and a foreshadowing of the later 

brawl between the heroes in book 23.  Achilles taunts Hector until the Trojan throws his spear. 

Athena easily blows the missile away so that it returns at Hector’s feet. When Achilles tries to 

attack, Apollo carries Hector away from the battlefield. Both heroes receive divine aid and are 

saved from premature death so that they might continue fighting.  

 Achilles continues in a grief-driven attack and takes twelve Trojans captive near the river 

Xanthos for a later sacrifice for Patroklos’ death. He also kills Lykaon, a son of Priam, 

noteworthy because of his royalty.  Asterpaios, a relative of the river attempts to challenge 

Achilles and successfully wounds the hero’s right arm, drawing blood with his spear. This 
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follows the third stage of the aristeia model, in which the hero is wounded and suffers a slight 

setback until receiving divine assistance.  

Achilles kills Asterpaios and is then attacked by the river Skamandros when he refused to 

pause in his pursuit of his Trojan enemies. This is the first instance of Achilles struggling against 

an opponent and the first time he fights against a deity. He calls for help, following the second 

stage of the model – the invocation of a god, saying: “Father Zeus, so none of the gods will take 

pity on me and move to save me from the river!” Poseidon and Athena tell Achilles that he does 

have divine assent to succeed in his trial against Hector and not to be disheartened by his 

skirmish with Skamandros.  

After Achilles bests the river god with the divine assistance of Hephestaistos, who enters 

in to battle by request of his mother Hera, and the Trojan forces fall apart. Achilles gets his one-

on-one battle against the hero Hector. This follows the fourth stage of the aristeia model. Hector 

is portrayed as fearful of this encounter and rightly so. The victory has been assured to Achilles, 

who races to Hector “like Enylaios, the god of war, the warrior with the flashing helmet, shaking 

his terrible spear of Pelian ash over his right shoulder: and the bronze on his body shone like the 

light of a blazing fire or the sun when it rises.”
10

 Achilles’ weapons not only gleam, they are 

blazing like fire or the sun. Achilles pursues Hector around the walls of Troy in a seemingly 

endless chase.  With heavenly support backing both heroes, Athena for Achilles and Apollo for 

Hector, Zeus in heaven determines the outcome of the battle when he weighs the fates of the 

champions with a golden scale. As Hector’s fate weighs heavier, Athena visits Achilles to tell 

him that Apollo must back off. Athena further aids Achilles when she goes to Hector in order to 

convince him to face Achilles directly.  

                                                        
10

 Ibid. Book 22, lines 109-150.  
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They begin their long-awaited confrontation, fighting with spears first and then with 

swords. Hector realizes that he has been forsaken by the gods and falls to the Greek hero. 

Achilles keeps the body of Hector until book 24, when old Priam arrives in order to convince 

him to return the body of his son. This is an additional scene, which is optional in the aristeia 

model. The aristeia of Achilles is complete after this scene. It follows every stage of the Krischer 

model and utilizes extra elements not shared by other heroes’ aristeiai.  

In J.G. Howie’s article, “The Major Aristeia in Homer and Xenophon,” the major and 

minor aristeiai of the Greeks and Trojans are outlined. The article gives four other examples of 

major aristeiai, aside from the accepted standard of Achilles. Diomedes, Hector, Agamemnon 

and Patroclus each have their own aristeia as outlined by Howie.
11

 All do not contain every stage 

of the model like Achilles,’ yet they qualify as major aristeia because they touch on the major 

points in Krischer’s model.  

In the aristeia of Diomedes, the Greek hero is not given an arming scene, while the Greek 

army obtains a collective short description of their preparation. The gleam of Diomedes’ arms is 

“deferred” from book 4 to book 5 and there is an emphasis on aid from Athena. He is successful 

in his capture of Aeneas’ horses, an optional element in the aristeia model and in battle with 

named and unnamed foes. Howie writes that there are “striking modifications” from Krischer’s 

model in the aristeia of Diomedes, making his less similar to that of Achilles but still following 

the key points. The optional element of the ending to a hero’s aristeia, that of a fight over the 

opponent’s body, is present as Diomedes fights to lay claim to the phantom corpse of Aeneas. 

Additionally, Diomedes goes beyond his position as a mortal warrior in battle when he attacks 

both Aphrodite and Ares, wounding them. His action breaches what is traditionally reverent and 

                                                        
11

 Howie, J.G. “The Major Aristeia in Homer and Xenophon.” Pages 197 – 8.  
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pious behavior, as he actually injures an immortal. This is an act of hubris so severe that he 

should have been killed immediately and indeed would have been, under non-war conditions. 

Because the aristeia is about winning and respect, Diomedes’ actions go against some 

conventions of the aristeia. It displays the Homeric tendency these type-scenes never to be 

exactly the same.  

Hector’s aristeia spans multiple books and also features variations of Krischer’s model. 

Hector is wounded twice, first by the spear of Diomedes and the second by the stone of Ajax. He 

also fights named and unnamed Greeks in the hopes of leading the Trojans to victory. Hector is 

not reported to have a gleam to his armor, but he is victorious in his defeat of Patroklos in battle. 

Hector is both the victorious recipient of an aristeia and the unlucky victim of another great 

hero’s aristeia. Remarkably, he is the only character that is both victim and active pursuer in a 

major aristeia.  

Both the aristeiai of Patroklos and Agamemnon follow the model, albeit in a less 

dramatic way than Achilles and Hector. Agamemnon enters into a short fight against his 

adversary Coon, who wounded him. He kills Coon and continues to both fight and lead the 

Greeks. Patroklos is not wounded in battle and fights both named and unnamed enemies. 

Interestingly, Howie notes that Patroklos’ arms do not gleam until he wears the borrowed set 

from Achilles.
12

  

Howie speculates that an ancient audience might have perceived Ajax as having an 

“aborted major aristeia.” This is interesting because his fighting doesn’t follow the model for a 

                                                        
12

 Ibid. 202-03. 
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major aristeia, but he does receive the audience’s compassion for his “sustained, disciplined 

[and] unaided efforts.”
13

   

The minor aristeiai of Odysseus in book 11, Sarpedon in 12 and Idomenus in 13 show 

where the hero both resists a more powerful adversary and survives without the loss of his 

reputation. These minor aristeiai are a variation of the longer major aristeia, which lack many 

attributes of major scenes. 

Howie’s article includes a few examples of pre-classical aristeia elements. In the first 

example from Alcaeus fragment 357 LP, he says the house gleams from the arms inside the 

house. His interpretation of �αρ�αίρει, λα�πραί and λα�πάσιν, translated as gleaming serve as 

“an exhortation to be ready to fight.” He also claims an allusion to divine aid. In the Pausanias 

passage, Howie sees the third element of an aristeia, or wounding, is present in the story of 

Heracles after his battle with the Hippocoontidae. These elements may reinforce the belief of an 

aristeia model existing before Homer. They might also be commonplace poetic scenes. Having 

only one element of the multi-step process does not necessarily reflect an understood heroic 

process.
14

  

There is no sure way to know if Homer was the father of the aristeia, but his use of 

aristeia is certainly the most widely known and emulated. Further study might be helpful in 

looking for aristeia outside of epic, such as in Biblical stories or in Gilgamesh. Later authors like 

Xenophon do use elements of the aristeia to great effect in order to show inspiration from earlier 

ancient epic. 

Howie outlines a proposed aristeia for Cyrus in Xenophon’s Cyropaedia with similar 

aristeia stages to those for Achilles in the Iliad. While Cyrus’ arming is not given any 

                                                        
13

 Ibid. 202-03. 
14

 Ibid. 205 – 206.  
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description, the entirety of the army’s weapons gleam, as does his own. Cyrus is given his divine 

assent with a thunderclap from Zeus. If Cyrus is the Achilles figure of Xenophon, then Abradatas 

is the Hector figure. Abradatas does not receive any description of a gleam to his arms and does 

not have the optional element of divine support. Cyrus’ success parallels Achilles, as he defeats 

many named and unnamed enemies, suffers from a regrouping of enemy forces as well as a 

second wave of fighting. Cyrus does not suffer an injury, which is stage three of Krischer’s 

model and is not saved with the help of a god.  

Not every element must be present for a character to have an aristeia, as in the example 

of Cyrus. According to Howie, Xenophon’s modifications “are reminiscent of the well-

established practice of myth-revision from the point of view of morality or probability.” As for 

the one-on-one combat and custody of the defeated enemy’s body, Howie states that the lack of 

these aristeia elements reflect a realistic and civilized view of Cyrus and his foreign army.
15

  

A post-Homeric author’s intent in writing an aristeia is to show a hero in one of his most 

important moments, when he earns glory in war. The author intentionally creates a parallel to 

Achilles, the supreme Greek hero. The use of an aristeia should not have been a shock to ancient 

audiences, because they would have been very familiar with the Homeric traditions already 

thought to be classic in antiquity. In a hero’s aristeia, he is seen as a great fighter with strong 

command and respect within his community.  

 

 

 

 

                                                        
15

 Ibid. 206 – 212.  
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Chapter Two: The Aristeia Of Penthesileia 

 

With many studies and articles analyzing the aristeia of men, modern scholarship has 

missed a rather important side – that of women in the same role. In the Homeric corpus, the 

number of women engaging in battles is relatively few compared to their male counterparts. In 

the Iliad, Athena and Hera stand out as women who are most involved in the war, yet they 

seldom enter into battle. Mortal females stayed out of the 10-year battle for the most part and did 

not fight against the enemy.  

The Greeks came over on ship bringing only men to fight the Trojans. The women of 

Troy stayed within the city’s walls and kept up the domestic aspects of preserving the city, such 

as cooking meals for the war-weary men and maintaining their houses. Priam’s wife, daughters 

and Helen are the most frequently mentioned women in the Iliad. Andromache, the model wife, 

assists Hector in book 6. She helps to arm her husband for battle while also saying her tearful 

goodbye. Helen, the alleged cause of the war, tends to her new husband Paris after his fight with 

Menelaos in book 3. She watches from the walls of Troy as the war continues on the ground. 

These high-born women of the Iliad mirror the females of ancient Greece in their avoidance in 

interfering with the masculine arena of war.  

 Penthesileia, the warrior Amazon and queen of her race, is an example of a reversal on 

ancient opinions of women’s roles in battle. In the few lines dedicated to her presence in the 

Iliad, the mention of the Amazons as “equal to men”
16 

depicts a belief in the success of their 

fighting. Ancient belief equated the Amazons to the heroic men they fought. The Amazons’ 

                                                        
16

 Homer. The Iliad, 3.185 
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history has been recorded in a few sources. We have only a small amount of information about 

these feminine warriors.  

The entire race is skilled in fighting, as attested by King Priam in book 3 of the Iliad and 

even mentioned in book 6 when it is revealed that Bellerophon fought against them in Lycia.
17 

The Amazons’ history is best summed up by the Oxford Classical Dictionary’s definition: 

“Amazons exist in order to be fought, and ultimately defeated, by men in an Amazonomachy.”
18 

This seems to be true, as most of their battles against men end up as a loss.  

The home of the Amazons is speculated by the ancients to be located in Asia Minor, 

specifically next to the river Thermodon in Themiscyra, mentioned by Aeschelus in his play 

Prometheus Bound
19 

and in writing by Diodorus Siculus.
20

 Tombs to these female warriors are 

mentioned at Megara and Athens by Pausanius.
21

 He briefly records the details about the tomb of 

Hippolyte from the Megarians in his Description of Greece. Chaeronea, Chalcis, Thessaly and 

Cynocephalae are also attributed tombs of Amazonian warriors mentioned by Plutarch in his Life 

of Theseus.
22 

The spread of Amazonian tombs throughout the classical world is indicative of the 

pervasive nature of the amazonomachy and local lore.  

The etymological history of the term “Amazon” is relayed as coming from the Greek 

‘maza’ or breast, with the negation of the “a” or alpha prefix. This etymology recalls the story 

about the Amazonian practice of cutting off one of their breasts, usually their right, in order to 

                                                        
17

 Homer. The Iliad, 3.181-85 and 6.185-6. 
18

 Dowden, Ken. “Amazons,” 69 – 70.  
19

 Aeschelus. Prometheus Bound. Trans. Herbert Weir Smyth, lines 722 – 730. 
20

 Diodorus Siculus. The Library of History of Diodorus Siculus. Trans. C.H. Oldfather, section 

45.4.  
21

 Pausanius. Description of Greece. Trans. W. H. S. Jones, section 1.41.7. 
22

 Plutarch, Life of Theseus. Trans. Bernadotte Perrin, section 27.  
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better fight their enemies. Both Apollodorus
23 

and Strabo
24 

relay this etymology for the term 

“Amazon.” Below is from book 2 of The Library by Apollodorus: 

“And if ever they gave birth to children through intercourse with the other sex, they 

reared the females; and they pinched off the right breasts that they might not be 

trammelled by them in throwing the javelin, but they kept the left breasts, that they might 

suckle.” 

Diodorus Siculus in his Histories, book 2. 45 relates the known history of the mutilation of the 

Amazons:  

“And as for their children, they mutilated both the legs and the arms of the males, 

incapacitating them in this way for the demands of war, and in the case of the females 

they seared the right breast that it might not project when their bodies matured and be in 

the way; and it is for this reason that the nation of the Amazons received the appellation it 

bears.”
25 

 

The leader of the Amazon women is a queen, the sole ruler over the women. The place of 

men in Amazonian society varied by location according to Diodorus Siculus, who writes that 

men are given the chores of the domestic sphere, as the women take over the typically masculine 

tasks of going to war and ruling over the community: 

“…but to the men she assigned the spinning of wool and such other domestic duties as 

belong to women.”
26

 

                                                        
23

 Apollodorus The Library, Trans. J.G. Frazer, section 2.5.9. 
24

 Strabo Geography, Trans. H.L. Jones, section 11.5.1. 
25

 Diodorus Siculus. The Library of History of Diodorus Siculus. Trans. C.H. Oldfather, section 

45.3. 
26

 Ibid. Section 45.2. 
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This is a distinct change in the views on the typical structure of ancient society. This matriarchal 

society differs from the very patriarchal Greece. Amazonian women are now the leaders and 

influencers of their society. They shirk the “domestic duties” in favor of the action of a typically 

masculine life. 

In a different view of the Amazons, Strabo describes them as a wholly female group, 

which not only farms, but also hunts and refines their military skills.  He gives the location of the 

Amazons in the “mountains above Albania” but also as neighbors to the “Gargarians,” an all-

male race, which comes together with the Amazons in order to procreate.  

“They have two special months in the spring in which they go up into the mountain 

which separates them and the Gargarians. The Gargarians also, in accordance with an 

ancient custom, go up thither to offer sacrifice with the Amazons and also to have 

intercourse with them for the sake of begetting children, doing this in secrecy and 

darkness, any Gargarian at random with any Amazon; and after making them pregnant 

they send them away; and the females that are born are retained by the Amazons 

themselves, but the males are taken to the Gargarians to be brought up; and each 

Gargarian to whom a child is brought adopts the child as his own, regarding the child as 

his son because of his uncertainty.”
27

 

 From this history of the Amazons, the description of their homeland, their participation in 

wars and enumeration of their flipped domestic roles, it is evident that the Amazon women have 

a very masculine role both in battle and at home.  

 Penthesileia, one of the more famous Amazons of literature and myth, is one of the 

foremost examples of a female warrior. From her origins in ancient literature as a fierce female 

                                                        
27
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fighter to her post-Homeric aristeia against Achilles in the Fall of Troy, Penthesileia exhibits 

many traits of a typical masculine epic hero.  

 The origins of the Amazons are recorded in Quintus of Smyrna’s works as well as in 

works by Apollodorus and the Aethiopis. The Oxford Classical Dictionary lists her father as Ares 

and her mother, the Amazon Queen Otrere. The relationship of Ares as the father of the 

Amazons was a common belief held by the ancients, who called the entire race “the daughters of 

Ares.”
28

  

 Penthesileia’s involvement with the Trojan War is recorded in Apollodorus’ The Library 

Epitome 5. 1-2, when she kills Hyppolyte, another Amazon, and must be purified by the Trojan 

king Priam: 

“Penthesilia, daughter of Otrere and Ares, accidentally killed Hippolyte and was purified 

by Priam. In battle she slew many, and amongst them Machaon, and was afterwards 

herself killed by Achilles, who fell in love with the Amazon after her death and slew 

Thersites for jeering at him.”
29

 

Her aristeia is very similar to that of Achilles and follows the stages of Krischer’s model. 

The aristeia of Penthesileia is outlined in Robert Schmiel’s paper entitled “The Amazon Queen: 

Quintus of Smyrna Book 1.” In his introduction, he outlines the structure of book 1 using letters 

B through D to break up the aristeia scene from lines 138 through 653.  

Schmiel’s argument of foreshadowing and Penthesileia’s fate is the main focus of his 

paper. He uses a section of book 1 from lines 545 – 643, which follows Tisiphone as she 

encourages the Trojan women into battle. Tisiphone was inspired by Penthesileia’s belief that 
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women are equal to men and should aspire the heroism of dying in battle. The goddess Theano 

stops the inexperienced Trojan women before they enter the war where they will suffer a quick 

death. Schmiel writes that this interlude “is more than a means of demarcation, more than a 

structural microcosm of the book, it foreshadows the reversal from Penthesileia’s aristeia to her 

defeat, in the Trojan women.”
30

  

It is accurate that Penthesileia’s doomed fate is foreshadowed, but only after the interlude 

in book 1. The Trojans and Priam see her entrance as a good omen, and she, outshining her 

Amazonian companions, has both “unearthly grace” and is “battle-prowess clad.” Interestingly, it 

is Andromache, the proper and idyllic Trojan wife who finds arrogance and madness in the 

leadership of Penthesileia. She looks down on the warrior-like Penthesileia, believing her to have 

overstepped her role as a female. Andromache has just seen her own husband, Hector, fall in 

battle against Achilles and she sees with clarity the prowess of the Greek hero:  

“But when Andromache, the stately child of king Eetion, heard the wild queen's vaunt, 

low to her own soul bitterly murmured she: "Ah hapless! Why with arrogant heart dost 

thou speak such great swelling words? No strength is thine to grapple in fight with 

Peleus' aweless son. Nay, doom and swift death shall he deal to thee. Alas for thee! What 

madness thrills thy soul? Fate and the end of death stand hard by thee! Hector was 

mightier far to wield the spear than thou, yet was for all his prowess slain, slain for the 

bitter grief of Troy, whose folk the city through looked on him as a God.”
31

 

After suffering the loss of her husband, Andromache sees the truth that even the most powerful 

warriors of either sex are destined to fail against a demi-god with the gods on his side. She seems 
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to be the only one since everyone else aside from the author believes the Trojans will rise again 

against the Greeks.  

 Quintus of Smyrna sets up the beginning of Penthesileia’s aristeia with a dream sent 

down by Athena, convincing her to challenge Achilles on the field of battle (lines 146- 172). 

This deception is an indicator to the audience of Penthesileia’s doom. Beginning in line 173, she 

awakens to start her arming process. This is the first stage of the aristeia model. In the 

description of her arms, she has “silver-gleaming knees,” and a “scabbard sheathed of ivory and 

silver” which is said to be a shining length. Her hair as well is golden and shining. Penthesileia’s 

arms are noted to have been a gift from her father Ares, no doubt a parallel to the arms of 

Achilles which are a gift from his mother and fashioned by an immortal, Hephaestus. This 

arming scene draws to a close as the Amazons take to battle. Penthesileia receives her first battle 

epithet when she is said to be “of flying feet.”
32

  

Epithets in Homer are ubiquitous and assigned to important characters in order to provide 

an attribute of the character. Some epithets are given to females for their role in battle, such as 

the case with Penthesileia and Achilles, underscoring their analogous situations. Hera is “ox-

eyed,” Athena is “grey-eyed” and Thetis is “daughter of the old man of the sea.” The most 

common type of epithet is a description of the character. They enhance the overall story by 

adding extra information and depth to the female characters without using lengthy descriptions, 

which could slow the story.  

 Achilles is most frequently mentioned in the Iliad with his epithet, ποδάρκης. It is one of 

his most defining attributes, along with being godlike, or διος. These epithets refer to his divinity 

and inhuman speed, which sets him apart from other fighters in the war. According to Roger 
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Dunkle in his article Swift Footed Achilles, the epithet ποδάρκης given to the Greek hero remains 

mostly redundant in terms of the action, even though it is of “thematic importance.” He questions 

if there is an actual instance of Achilles being swift since he stays mostly inactive sitting by his 

camp throughout the entire Iliad.
33

 He raises a the point that epithets are used by the author to 

indicate a character’s attributes which are important to telling the overall story, not just physical 

descriptions or actions. Achilles’ swift-footed epithet serves to elevate the hero above the rest of 

the warriors and reminds the audience of his status without having him fight. 

 Iris and Penthesileia share the epithet of swiftness or ability to fly. Iris is swift as a 

messenger of the gods. Penthesileia’s epithet is a clear reference to Achilles, which likens her to 

him in both skill and divine speed. Iris’ moniker reinforces her helpfulness as a herald, not for 

her haste in battle. 

 Patronymic epithets are also common for warriors. Iphidamas, Hector, Peisander, 

Hippolocus, Ajax Maior, Glaucus and Diomedes all have their father’s names listed next to 

theirs. The purpose of a patronymic epithet is to give the warrior part of their father’s honor. The 

patronymic glorifies the son by tying the honors of the father with the potential for greatness of 

the offspring. Additionally, the patronymic indicates the ancestry of the hero and his relation to 

the gods. Many of the warriors in the Iliad are mortals descended from mortals, while godlike 

Achilles is directly related to deities. Here, again, Achilles’ epithet raises him above the rest of 

his peers.  

 Women, too, are also named in epic as descended from their fathers, much like their male 

counterparts. Andromache is the daughter of great Eetion. Athena is the daughter of great Zeus 

and Hera is the daughter of Cronus. The patronymic gives glory to the child, earned by their 
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father. It also shows the connection of the female to a divine ancestry. Penthesileia is mentioned 

as the daughter of Ares, indicative of both her semi-divinity and supreme skill in battle. While 

this is not an explicit patronymic given by the author, her link as a demi-goddess puts her on 

equal footing with Achilles, son of Thetis the nymph.   

Already in the first 250 lines, Quintus has created two similarities for his Amazon to the 

Greek hero and standard idyllic warrior figure. 

Beginning in line 300 of Quinuts Smyrna’s Fall of Troy 1, and continuing for roughly 

100 lines, Penthesileia commences with dispatching named and unnamed foes. This follows 

stage two of the aristeia model. The entrance of other Amazon warriors into the foray is woven 

into the description of the slaughter caused by Penthesileia. Her fury is what drives the falling 

back of the Greek forces, similar to the final rally of Achilles against the Trojans in the latter part 

of the Iliad. As she drives back her adversaries, she unwisely hurls taunts and insults at the 

opposing heroes. The author again addresses the fate of Penthesileia around line 520, when she is 

emboldened in battle and inspired again to continue the slaughter of the Greeks.  

Finally, after a great Trojan rally and the burning of the Danaan ships, Achilles and the 

other Greek fighters rouse themselves to defend their camp. Line 721 sees Achilles and the other 

Greeks attacking the Amazons, killing them with ease. This leads to a new level of fury for 

Penthesileia, raging now against Ajax. She exclaims: “With my blood is mingled war! No mortal 

man begat me, but the Lord of War, insatiate of the battle-cry. Therefore my might is more than 

any man's.”
34

 

Line 782 brings the one-on-one battle against Achilles and the climax of Penthesileia’s 

aristeia, stage 4 of the model. She receives a direct blow from the Greek hero into her right 
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breast. This is the third stage of the aristeia, partly out of place. Now, injured but still driven by 

her ill-fated dream to slay Achilles, she rallies her strength to send a blow to the son of Peleus, 

but “the gods ordained it otherwise.”
35 

Achilles transfixes a spear through her middle and she 

dies on the battlefield. Quintus of Smyrna continues to gush eloquently of her loveliness and 

grace in death:  

“So that death-ravening spear of Peleus' son clear through the goodly steed rushed on, 

and pierced Penthesileia. Straightway fell she down into the dust of earth, the arms of 

death, in grace and comeliness fell, for naught of shame dishonoured her fair form. Face 

down she lay on the long spear outgasping her last breath, stretched upon that fleet horse 

as on a couch; like some tall pine snapped by the icy mace of Boreas, earth's forest-

fosterling reared by a spring to stately height, amidst long mountain-glens, a glory of 

mother earth; so from the once fleet steed low fallen lay Penthesileia, all her shattered 

strength brought down to this, and all her loveliness.”
36

 

The death of Penthesileia does not follow the aristeia model set down by Krischer. Her 

wounding and subsequent death reverses the third and fourth stages of the model. Her actions do 

show that all four stages present, making her the clearest example of a female character with an 

aristeia. Penthesilea’s aristeia demonstrates her skills as a warrior on the same level as the male 

heroes, and depicts her as possessing similar qualities to Achilles.  
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Chapter Three: The Aristeia of Hera 

 

 Penthesileia’s aristeia as a woman warrior is a great example of the balance of her 

strength as a female and expertise in war. While her aristeia resides outside of the writing of 

Homer, she remains the best example of a female character with a recognized aristeia. Through a 

close reading of the Iliad, there seems to be a scene of partial aristeia, which appears in book 14. 

The goddess Hera, in her attempt to stall Zeus, seduces the king of gods and men with the aid of 

other immortals. Her aristeia, arising from her engaging in seduction, is a fully feminine battle.  

From an ancient view, women in literature were sometimes viewed as cunning and crafty. 

These women in myth were subject to using sex and seduction to make a point. Lysistrata from 

Lysistrata, written by Aristophanes, is an example of how women use their skills in order to 

achieve a goal. Lysistrata encourages her countrywomen to withhold sex in order to reestablish 

balance in their city-state. The feminine tactic of seduction aids these women in getting what 

they want.  

In the same way, the goddess Hera uses her womanly wiles in book 14 in order to delay 

any action by Zeus that would turn the tides of war one way or another. Beginning in line 152 

and continuing through 360, elements of a warrior’s aristeia can be identified in the description 

of Hera’s seduction of Zeus.  

Hera, actively supporting the Greek side in the Trojan War, knows her participation is 

closely watched by the other immortals. She initiates her seduction of the lord of men and kings 

after observing him and noting that he was “hateful to her heart.”
37

 Hera desires to trick her 
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husband into sleeping with her so that she can be more active on the battlefield. Her seduction is 

similar to a battle in the war of their relationship.  

Hera’s aristeia begins in a similar manner to that of a masculine war hero or even the 

aristeia of Penthesileia. She enters into her bedchamber in order in order to cleanse herself. Hera 

atypically does all of her own dressing and cleaning. Hera symbolically readies herself for her 

seductive battle and also commencing stage one of the model. She anoints herself with rich oil 

and ambrosia, and braids her hair in “glistening plaits.” Here is the first mention of shining or 

gleaming, which occurs while she readies herself.
38

 This optional aristeia element seems to be 

the omen of success, found in the aristeia of most successful heroes like Achilles and Patroclus.  

She clothes herself in a fine garment made by an immortal, the goddess Athena. Hera’s 

pseudo-armor is a gift from a divine source, much like Penthesileia’s arms from her father Ares 

and Achilles’ from Hephaestus and sought after by Thetis. After dressing, Hera “arms” herself in 

additional accouterments of glittering jewelry and places sandals on her shining feet.  

Hera receives divine help from Aphrodite when she asks for the girdle of Love and 

Desire, under the pretense of reuniting Oceanus and Tethys. She also meets with Sleep and 

bribes him with the hand of a youthful Grace in order to gain his aid in putting Zeus to sleep. In 

her battle with Zeus, Hera utilizes two of women’s most powerful weapons – both deception and 

seduction. 

The one-on-one encounter begins around line 300, when Hera heads to Ida. This is stage 

four of the model. (Stages two and three are also present, discussed below in order of their 

appearance.) Zeus engages Hera first, already aroused and reminded of the passion they shared in 

the beginning of their relationship. Hera uses the same pretense when she was talking to 
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Aphrodite to explain to Zeus why she did not travel in her horse-drawn chariot from Olympus. 

He tells her to delay her journey because he is so inflamed with lust, even more than past 

conquests that resulted in children.  

“Never before has desire for goddess or woman so flooded the heart in my breast and 

enslaved it – not even when I fell in love with the wife of Ixion, who bore me Perithoos, 

the gods’ equal in wisdom; or with Danae the lovely-ankled daughter of Akrisios, who 

bore me Perseus, outstanding among all men; or with the daughter of far-famed Phoinix, 

who bore me Minos and godlike Rhadamanthys; or with Semele or Alkmene in 

Thebes…”
39

 

He continues to name former trysts in a similar method to a warrior recounting enemies 

he has slain. In this regard, Zeus is outlining his “victories” to Hera and also attempting to 

convince her that she matters more to him than the previous women. This is stage two of the 

model, presented in a manner opposite of what the audience expects in a typical aristeia. Zeus, 

the opponent, outlines his conquests and successful liaisons. This instance of describing 

successful encounters with women is similar to when a hero would fight named enemies right 

before he fights in his one-on-one battle. Stage three is a subtle wounding of Hera’s pride, 

implied when Zeus names off other women he has slept with. Hera’s most well known attribute 

is her jealousy toward the other lovers of Zeus, and it is not surprising that she would be upset 

about it. Hera is damaged emotionally and suffers a different type of injury than what heroes face 

on the battlefield. Both the physical and emotional wounds are similar in effect. 

This is a major battle between the deities, the King and Queen of Olympus in the Iliad. 

They are not only married and the most famous union of all the immortals; they are also siblings. 
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This dual connection between Hera and Zeus puts them on rather equal footing, in relation to 

their power as gods. In this way, their equality in supremacy over both immortals and men 

echoes the semi-equality among heroes in epic.  

An interesting point to note is that Hera wants their encounter to be secret from the other 

gods. She tells Zeus that she would face a great amount of shame if any immortal should see 

them and in turn, share what they saw with other gods. Hera wants to draw Zeus into her 

bedchamber, but he assures her that no one will see them in his golden cloud which “not even 

Helios could see…through it, and his light has the sharpest sight of all.”
40

 Usually, a hero enters 

publically into his one-on-one battle. This avoidance of an audience is noteworthy since it has 

never occurred in war in the Iliad. A typical hero who engages in combat with the best fighter of 

the opposing side would challenge him publically during a major war. His fight would have 

many spectators from both sides. Hera works to make her seduction a private matter, though it 

takes place as Zeus watches the Trojan War from above the action and while she stirs up trouble 

on her own among the other immortals.  

The conclusion of the aristeia occurs when both have lain down in the dense cloud and 

make love. Zeus has succumbed to the wiles of Hera and she has won her fight, successfully 

completing her aristeia. Sleep overtakes and holds Zeus in slumber while Poseidon leads a 

Greek surge in the War. Hera’s win in the unorthodox battle shows that she is a hero in her own 

right. While she is not thought of as a traditional warrior, Hera’s presence as a major influence in 

the outcome of the Trojan War is indicative of her as a representation of both a strong female 

character and formidable opponent. Her aristeia follows the main points of the Krischer model: 

arming, wounding, battle with a singular opponent and success.   
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Chapter Four: The Aristeia Of Dido 

 

As a brief look into the idea of women in traditionally masculine roles, specifically that 

of ruling, this section will highlight Queen Dido and her endeavor to establish and lead a country 

in ancient society, looking for elements of an aristeia. Examples of women rulers in surviving 

ancient epic are relatively few. However, this would not have been surprising for the later 

Romans. In epic literature, women’s roles were still mostly focused on the home, not in positions 

of leadership. Moreover, women who do take the lead are seen as radical and are not the ideal 

example of how a female should behave.  

Dido is introduced as one of the first major characters and the first woman mentioned at 

the end of book 1 in Vergil’s Aeneid. As the first Queen of Carthage, she is the one who provides 

a safe place and an eager audience to the trials of Aeneas and the Trojans after their misfortunes 

in traveling to their new home. She has learned most of the details of their story from the Greek 

Teucer who fought in the war. He shared his knowledge, since he was looking to found a city 

near her first home at Sidon.
41

  

Dido was so fascinated with the Trojans and their obstacles that she commissioned parts 

of the war to be depicted on the doors of a temple to Juno. There is a reference to Amazonian 

Penthesileia on the door which might be interpreted as suggesting that Dido is “daring to run 

with with the men in battle” (audetque viris concurrere virgo) as a strong female queen.
42

 Her 

establishment of a memorial to the war shows her dedication to honor and respect for all of the 

fighters. Dido’s reference to Penthesileia is no doubt a nod to the tradition established by Homer, 
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who included the Amazon in the Iliad and later explored in the Cyclic epics and Quintus of 

Smyrna on his Fall of Troy. In addition, the inclusion of Penthesileia on the door scene is a 

striking reference to the challenge of women in the characteristically masculine realm of ruling 

responsibilities. Both women act for their own honor and glory, breaking away from the 

traditional expectations as an ancient woman in order to follow their own desires. 

As a leader, Dido is well liked and respected by her subjects. She has the support of the 

new Carthaginians, which is an indication of her success as a ruler. Agamemnon and Achilles are 

leaders as well and are shown respect by their subjects. Dido’s authority is questionable only 

when she begins to forsake her duties and commitments to Carthage after falling for Aeneas in 

books 2 and 4. Aeneas first sees Dido giving orders to her people and dividing the work by lot, 

showing her to be both a fair and understanding monarch. Vergil illustrates the Queen as dutiful 

and pious as she establishes her new city. He then devotes the entirety of book 4 to Dido under 

the influence of an intense divinely created mania and so that it mirrors Carthage’s rise and fall 

to that of her leader.  

Dido’s decline of power seems to coincide with her reawakened romantic feelings. The 

shift from control in a position of power to her forsaking the welfare of her people shows a 

flawed character. She struggles with her identity as sole monarch and a woman, which seems to 

suggest that females can only be successful as one or the other, never both. Dido’s emotions 

become her downfall, as they awaken when Cupid incites passion in her in book 1. The divinely 

created passion that she suffers in books 2 and 4 evokes her feminine emotions, overpowering 

her desire to rule a city. As a woman, Dido’s emotions were a weakness for her. She refuses to 

remarry (discussed below) because she cannot be a good leader and give Carthage her full 

attention while in a relationship.  
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The author describes Dido as beautiful, surrounded by warriors and “like Diana leading 

the dance on the banks on the Eurotas…like Diana she bore herself joyfully among her people, 

urging on their work for the kingdom that was to be.” 

“Qualis in Eurotae ripis aut per iuga Cynthi exercet Diana choros, quam mille 

secutae hinc atque hinc glomerantur oreades… talis erat Dido, talem se laeta 

ferebat per medios, instans operi regnisque futuris.”
43

 

 In this comparison, Vergil implies that Dido is graceful, intelligent and strong like the 

goddess. He also draws in a comparison of the virgin goddess to Dido as a queen without a king. 

Her decision to not remarry after the death of her husband, Sychaeus, and refusal of Iarbas is 

reminiscent of Diana as a virgin, actively not in pursuit of marriage or sex. In book 4.130-40, 

Dido is described as wearing a quiver on her shoulder like Diana the archer (“illa 

pharetram fert umero”) He draws this faint but comparable connection to a divinity in order to 

highlight Dido’s skills and ability as a leader, both elegant and intimidating. This comparison to 

Diana is like an arming scene, or first stage, in the aristeia model. Dido is beautiful like Diana, 

prepared for battle, and respected by her followers.  

Dido founded the city of Carthage when her brother Pygmalion took over her home city 

of Phoenicia and murdered Dido’s husband.
44

 Dido took many of the residents and established a 

new city in Libya, away from her brother.
45

 She perceived the duty of taking over from Sychaeus 

as her sole duty as rightful queen. Dido very swiftly acted on her plan to save the Sidonian 

people from her tyrannical brother. It is also revealed later in book 4, when Dido fights her 

divinely inspired passion that she vowed never to marry again. This decision was made in part 
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out of respect for her late husband and also to show her skill as a strong woman ruler without a 

male counterpart. Dido even goes so far as to refuse the African prince Iarbas for these reasons.
46

 

Her choice to abstain from marriage is a reversal of stage two’s fighting against named and 

unnamed enemies. Her suitors, both named and unnamed, endeavor to wed her and take on the 

role as king of Carthage. A prominent suitor is Iarbas. Aeneas is also grouped with Iarbas, 

though he does not actively seek her affections.  

Dido has elements of an aristeia throughout the Aeneid. The third stage, or the wounding 

of the hero or heroine, occurs at the end of the book 1. Cupid’s appearance is changed in order to 

impersonate Aeneas’ son Iulus. His intent was to “tempt a spirit that had been previously 

motionless and unfamiliar with passion.” (at memor ille matris Acidaliae paulatim abolere 

Sychaeum incipit, et vivo temptat praevertere amore iam pridem resides animos desuetaque 

corda.)
47

 This awakening of Dido’s heart becomes painful because of the obsessive nature of the 

divine passion. She is repeatedly “on fire”
48

 and eventually commits suicide on her funeral pyre. 

Her wounding is not manifested physically, like in the aristeiai of Achilles or Penthesileia, yet it 

still affects her ability to fight off the divinely inspired passion.  

The fourth stage, or one-on-one battle, occurs when Dido submits to her desire for 

Aeneas in the cave in the early lines of book 4. She finally succumbs to passion and embracing 

her feminine desire for the Trojan. It is hard to say whether she succeeds in her aristeia. Dido 

does surrender to her passion-initiated wound, an indication of failure, yet she does not die like 

Penthesileia in battle. Rather, her death is postponed until after she cannot stand the burning 
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passion any longer. Both Penthesileia and Dido were foreshadowed to die early on.
49

 Dido’s 

aristeia is similar to Hera’s in that both women survive the one-on-one “battle” which takes 

place during a passionate scene.  

Carthage, in the Aeneid, is depicted as flourishing and in the beginning stages of building 

up the city. It grows with the aid of Aeneas and the Trojans, who help in erecting their defensive 

wall and buildings, following the hope of Dido’s sister Anna “My sister, what a city and what a 

kingdom you will see rising here if you are married to such a man! To what pinnacle of glory 

will Carthage be raised if Trojans are marching at our side!”
50

 Carthage fully matures while the 

Trojans remain and after they depart, it declines with the destruction of the city in fire, the death 

of their queen and enmity with the future Romans. 

Dido, the sole ruler of her city, takes on the responsibility for her people and the welfare 

of Carthage in a way few kings could. She puts the city above her own needs, ignoring the social 

belief and pressure to marry. Her devotion to helping her fellow citizens led her to reestablish a 

settlement away from the bad rule of her sibling. Dido leads Carthage well and follows the 

honorable process of welcoming and accommodating war-weary heroes, a system that 

Agamemnon did not properly follow because of his callous nature and dismal manners. It is only 

by the trick of the gods that Dido unwillingly loses herself and her kingdom by falling in love, a 

downfall made possible because of her perceived emotional flaw as a woman.  
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Conclusion 

 

 The aristeia, first used by Homer in his Iliad and successively copied in epics and stories, 

has proven itself to be a popular model for heroes in the height of fighting. The Greek 

protagonist Achilles has the most complete example of an aristeia, which has served as the 

model for Tilman Krischer’s work in his 1971 paper. Other papers by JG Howie further explore 

the idea of major and minor aristeia within the Iliad and even in Xenophon’s works. From this 

earlier research, I was inspired to find aristeiai for female characters. I believe have found 

examples of female aristeia, which show that ancient authors utilized the model for more than 

just a masculine scene of heroism.  

Penthesileia the Amazon is a prime example of a woman warrior who matches Achilles 

in many ways.  Both directly descended from deities, they fight in the Trojan War with almost 

unmatched skill with similar “swift” epithets. Both lead armies with their gleaming arms and 

receive aristeiai at the height of battle action.  Penthesileia is a hero in her own culture and in 

war. She is both respected and revered in her role as main character in Quintus of Smyrna’s book 

1 of the Fall of Troy. Her aristeia follows Krischer’s ideal elements and aside from her death, 

which goes against the last element of the model, resonates with the audience as Achilles’ in the 

same way. 

Hera also has her own aristeia in book 14. While it does not follow the same model 

scenario of Penthesileia or Achilles, the seduction of Zeus is, in its own right, a battle in the 

larger war between the King and the Queen of the Gods. Hera’s seduction uses many of the key 
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elements that comprise the aristeia: the cleansing and gleaming of her “weapons,” the divine 

assistance, the one-on-one battle and the successful outcome.   

In looking to establish additional similarities between male and female characters, I 

looked to epithets in order to see what types exist and to whom they are applied. The most 

common epithets are used to divide male and female characters by physical appearance or skill. 

These monikers are sometimes used for multiple characters, as is the case of being swift in the 

Iliad. It is not a coincidence that both Achilles and Penthesileia are fast in battle and it is another 

similarity between the warriors that enhance their parallelism. Patronyms are also used for men 

and women to provide their lineage, which was an important part of ancient society.  

As a last endeavor to look into the role of women in male dominated situations and 

female aristeiai, I examined Dido and her development of the new African city of Carthage. Her 

rule, though brief, depicts a strong levelheaded leader who is used as a toy by Hera and 

Aphrodite to delay the Trojans from their fate. Her aristeia resembles that of Hera’s in the Iliad 

because both use scenes of seduction for the one-on-one battle and while they survive the initial 

conflict, Dido later commits suicide. Her leadership only falters when she struggles to endure the 

effects of Cupid’s arrows while still overseeing her new city. When Dido gives over to her 

passion, an ancient stereotypical impulse, her city is weakened and falls soon after she dies.  

The aristeia is not just a model for male characters. It is a tool used by ancient authors to 

depict strong leaders who are favored for success or failure. Female characters have proven 

themselves to be equal with males in battle and in leading others in epic tradition. As trailblazers 

for the status of women, they are fearsome and respected in epic works, equal to men in many, if 

not all aspects in ancient life. 
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